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I. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 1 

Q. What is your name and business address? 2 

A. My name is J. Nicolas Puga.  I am a Partner with Bates White, LLC.  My business 3 

address is 1300 Eye Street N.W., Suite 600, Washington, DC 20005.  4 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 5 

A. I am appearing and presenting testimony on behalf of the Staff of the Kansas 6 

Corporation Commission ("KCC").  Mr. Cain’s testimony addresses the rationale 7 

and economic analyses advanced by Empire to support its proposals to acquire 800 8 

MW of Wind Projects and to retire the Asbury Generating Station. 9 

Q. What is your educational background and professional experience? 10 

A. A.   I have a B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from the Universidad de 11 

Guanajuato in Salamanca, Mexico, and a M.Sc. in Energy Systems Engineering 12 

from the University of Arizona.  I have over 35 years of experience in electric and 13 

natural gas market analysis and resource planning, and haves advised electric and 14 

gas utilities, generation and transmission project developers and regulatory 15 

agencies.  Upon receiving my B.Sc. degree in 1975, I worked at the Comisión 16 

Federal de Electricidad (CFE), the Mexican Government’s vertically integrated 17 

utility, then at the Renewable Energy Division of the Instituto de Investigaciones 18 

Eléctricas (IIE), the Mexican Government’s electric power research institute, 19 

where I developed and tested small wind energy conversion systems. In 1981, I 20 

left IIE to pursue my M.Sc.  Since 1984, I have worked as a utility consultant in 21 

the U.S. and other countries.  From 1984 to 1990, I served as Vice President of 22 

ANCO Engineers, an energy technology consulting firm located in Culver City, 23 
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California.  From 1990 to 1999 I worked at Resource Management International, 1 

Inc. (RMI), an international energy consulting firm, as Vice President then Sr. 2 

Vice President and remained with the firm after it was merged into Navigant 3 

Consulting, Inc., where I worked as a Director through 2005.  From 2005 to 2007, 4 

I worked as an independent energy industry consultant.  In 2007 I joined the 5 

energy practice of Bates White, LLC which I currently lead.  A copy of my 6 

curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit No. JNP-1.   7 

Q. Please describe other representative consulting projects relevant to this 8 

proceeding that you have worked on. 9 

A.   I have conducted technical and economic due diligence for numerous 10 

independent power project developers seeking to build generation facilities and 11 

for financial institutions involved in financing privately owned generation 12 

projects, including a number of large scale wind energy projects.  I have directed 13 

production cost and transmission modeling studies for fossil-fired, wind and 14 

solar generation project developers in the U.S. and México. I have submitted 15 

expert testimony and/or reports in various certification proceedings for 16 

transmission lines in front of the Public Utility Commission of Texas, the 17 

Virginia State Corporation Commission, the New York State Public Service 18 

Commission and the Public Utility Commission of West Virginia.  For the 19 

Kansas Corporation Commission I testified on the economic viability of the 20 

environmental compliance retrofit of the La Cygne coal-fired generation facility.  21 

Also, along with Mr. Cain, I advised the MPSC on the review of Entergy 22 

Mississippi’s Application to Join the Midwest Independent System Operator, for 23 
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which my firm conducted extensive and detailed modeling of the generation and 1 

transmission systems of Entergy, the Southwest Power Pool (SPP), the Midwest 2 

ISO and other regions in the Eastern Interconnect.  I am currently engaged by 3 

the Mississippi Commission to advise them on the long term planning of 4 

transmission to accommodate the large wind and solar capacity in the MISO 5 

interconnection queue.  6 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 7 

A.   Yes. I have appeared before to Commission to testify in KCC Docket No. 11-8 

KCPE-581-PRE, on the independent evaluation of the economic viability of the 9 

environmental compliance retrofit of the La Cygne coal-fired generation facility 10 

conducted by Bates White, LLC for the Staff. 11 

    12 

II. INTRODUCTION 13 

Q. Which issues are addressed in your testimony? 14 

A. My testimony addresses the implications of unaccounted for risks in Empire’s 15 

analysis of the economics of their proposed acquisition and long term ownership of 16 

wind projects with a total capacity of 800 MW, and to which Empire’s ratepayers 17 

would be exposed if the wind projects underperform compared to Empire’s 18 

expectations. In general, I find some of the assumptions underpinning Empire’s 19 

economic/financial analysis to be overly optimistic and inconsistent with the U.S. 20 

wind industry’s prevalent concern with underperformance with respect to 21 

expectations.  My testimony also questions the fairness of exposing ratepayers to 22 

underperformance risks which have historically been mitigated by protections 23 
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built-into Power Purchase Agreements, and which are not mitigated in Empire’s 1 

Proposal. 2 

 My testimony will describe the nature of common uncertainties in forecasting wind 3 

farm economic performance and why these uncertainties are specific to wind farm 4 

location and wind turbine choice which were unknown at the time of conducting 5 

the analyses in support of Empire’s application.   6 

Q. Do you have any recommendations? 7 

A. I have two main recommendations: 8 

1) Until Empire finishes evaluating the wind project sale offers obtained in 9 

response to its RFP, it will be impossible for the Commission to evaluate 10 

whether the Empire’s proposal is in the public interest.  The Commission must 11 

first weigh the risks of Empire’s proposal based on analysis of actual selected 12 

projects from Empires RFP process.  Moreover, Empire must provide 13 

appropriate quantitative assessment of risk associated with factors such as use 14 

of different wind turbine sizes/model, and alternative scenarios for production, 15 

prices and other associated risks (stage of development, technical and financial 16 

wherewithal of developer, track record, etc.).  17 

2) The risk allocation between Empire’s shareholders and the ratepayers is 18 

asymmetric in favor of the shareholders; who recover the investment and a 19 

return whether the project underperforms with respect to expectations or 20 

exceeds them.  Empire is asking to share on the upside (requesting a share of 21 

net sales revenue), but pays no price for underperformance.  An option that 22 

Empire did not include in its analyses would be for Empire to purchase wind 23 
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through a PPA at substantially-reduced risk to the ratepayers, and allocating 1 

development and performance risk more appropriately to the developer and its 2 

investors and lenders.   3 

III. ANALYSIS 4 

Focus on PPAs, project cost, performance, future value risk 5 

Q. Mr. Puga is the structure of the CSP proposal to develop utility-owned 800 6 

MW of wind generation commonly found in the U.S.? 7 

A. No. Historically, U.S. utilities adding wind energy to their supply portfolios have 8 

sought security of supply and price certainty through PPAs with wind energy 9 

generators. A relatively recent trend has seen wind projects proposed and  10 

constructed on a “merchant/quasi-merchant” basis in which they are financed and 11 

built with either a partial PPA or without a PPA entirely, instead selling energy 12 

into the wholesale spot markets, typically with a pricing hedge contract. However, 13 

as of 2015 these projects represent a minority of cumulative installed wind 14 

projects.1  15 

A. Can you explain what a PPA is and why, in your opinion, PPAs are still the 16 

preferred vehicle to acquire wind energy resources to serve regulated energy 17 

load? 18 

A. A PPA is a legal contract between a wind generator (seller) and an energy 19 

“offtaker” (typically a utility).  A PPA defines all of the commercial terms for the 20 

                                                 
1 2015 Wind Technologies Market Report. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Report 
LBNL1005951, 2016. https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2015-wind-technologies-market-report 

https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2015-wind-technologies-market-report
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sale of electricity between the two parties, including when the project will begin 1 

commercial operation, schedule for delivery of electricity, penalties for under 2 

delivery, payment terms, and termination. The contractual terms may last 3 

anywhere between 5 and 20 years, during which time the utility buys energy, and 4 

sometimes also capacity and/or ancillary services, from the seller.  5 

Under a PPA, the seller is an entity that owns the project. In most cases, the seller 6 

is organized as a special purpose entity whose main purpose is to facilitate non-7 

recourse project financing, that is, debt is solely secured by the revenue of the 8 

project. Thus, the PPA is the principal agreement that defines the revenue and 9 

credit quality of a generating project and is thus a key instrument of project 10 

finance. 11 

The projected revenues of a wind project are uncertain and thus some guarantee 12 

as to quantity purchased and price paid, established in a PPA, is required to make 13 

the project financially viable for the seller and its investors and lenders.  The price 14 

for products delivered under the PPA is set by the developer at a level sufficient 15 

to recover the principal contributions of the equity investors (including tax 16 

equity), service debt and render a return on investment commensurate with the 17 

risk exposure of the equity.  From the utility ratepayer perspective, the terms of 18 

the PPA provide security of supply and price certainty, limiting the exposure of 19 

the ratepayer to a project relying on a type of generation technology with 20 

relatively uncertain revenue streams and long debt service periods. In a nutshell, 21 
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the terms of a well-designed PPA fairly allocate risk and return for the investor 1 

while providing value / renewable attributes for the PPA purchaser at lowest cost 2 

and with limited risk. 3 

Q. How does Empire’s proposal differ from the typical PPA transaction? 4 

A. Simply stated, Empire proposes to acquire several yet to be identified windfarms 5 

in various stages of development in SPP, with an aggregate capacity of 800 MW. 6 

Empire would take on the role of wind farm developer and once constructed, 7 

become owner and operator of the wind farms.  Each windfarm project will be 8 

structured around a project company and a Tax Equity Investor (TE), the latter 9 

contributing tax equity to take advantage of the full value of the PTC. Empire as 10 

the Sponsor of the Project will contribute 40% of the necessary equity to the TE’s 11 

60%, into a holding company (Wind Holdco).2   12 

Each Wind Project Company will sell the energy produced by the windfarm in 13 

SPP’s Integrated Market at the applicable nodal price and distribute the energy 14 

revenue net of O&M and A&G (cash) to Empire and to the TE; the Capacity and 15 

RECs to Empire; and the PTC and tax losses (MACRS) to the TE, according to a 16 

formula that changes over time. All net revenue will go to Empire during the first 17 

five years of operation. Over the next five years, the split will be in the range of 18 

50%-75% and 25%-50% to Empire and TE, respectively. Empire will purchase 19 

                                                 
2 Empire revised its assumptions for tax equity share down to 54% due to the new tax law. This change 
does not impact my analyses and conclusions regarding risk exposure or allocation to Empire and Empire’s 
ratepayers (Updated Analysis Results – SUPPLEMENTAL TAX REFORM, James McMahon, January 24, 
2018 in response to Missouri PSC Staff DR 2-14. 
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the 5% residual value of the project at the end of 10 years. The arrangement is 1 

very similar to a classic tax equity partnership, with the only difference being that 2 

the 40 percent equity contribution from Empire gets put into rate base with a 3 

complete assurance of recovery of both the investment and return, as long as the 4 

wind farm(s) generates electricity.  In contrast to a PPA, in which variations in the 5 

volume of production is the seller’s problem, in this arrangement the risk of 6 

changing project economics is borne exclusively by the ratepayers. Empire, save 7 

for a finding of imprudence, will recover both its investment and its allowed 8 

return.      9 

Q.  While PPAs have historically been the contractual vehicle of choice for 10 

regulated utilities to acquire wind resources from independent power 11 

producers and to secure financing for these types of projects, is it possible 12 

that an alternative model of wind resource development and ownership can 13 

exist? 14 

A.  In principle yes.  In the current low or negative electric consumption growth 15 

environment, new investment opportunities in generation are essentially limited to 16 

replacement of generating facilities retired due to age, or to more stringent 17 

environmental regulations.  It is understandable that utilities would be strongly 18 

motivated to invest in utility-owned generation on which to earn a return; instead 19 

of contracting with an external wind generator and simply passing the cost to the 20 

ratepayer.  While there is nothing intrinsically wrong with this model, in order to 21 

be fair, its formulation would require that the proper reallocation of risk and 22 

reward is proposed and tested against a realistic assessment of the increased 23 
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exposure of the ratepayer to the inherent risks of wind projects. Given the 1 

expanded role for the utility, from provider of reliable least-cost electric service to 2 

that of investor agent for the ratepayers (in order to reduce their net cost of 3 

electric service), the risk/reward allocation must be acceptable to the regulator.  3 4 

Q.  Can you elaborate why you conclude that project risks would be reallocated 5 

to the ratepayers by Empire’s CSP Proposal compared to traditional 6 

procurement of wind power via a PPA?  7 

A.  Under a PPA to supply a given annual amount of wind energy at a fixed price, the 8 

utility protects the ratepayer from most wind project financial risks. The CSP 9 

Proposal, exposes the ratepayers to most risks in the financial performance of the 10 

various wind projects.  11 

The history of wind development demonstrates substantial uncertainty in ultimate 12 

project costs, plant performance, and future asset value.  The Empire analysis 13 

either ignores or over-simplifies these uncertainties making its evaluation results 14 

unreliable. The completion, successful performance and realization of the 15 

value of the relatively complex infrastructure of a wind project, is ultimately 16 

subject to uncertainty in future electricity market demand and prices; the 17 

evolution of technology and its cost; and the vagaries of yearly weather patterns. 18 

The risk that project developers, investors, lenders and consumers of the 19 

electricity produced by a wind project are exposed to, will be the result of the 20 

                                                 
3 This characterization may seem unfair as many utilities balance their supply portfolio against customer 
demand by selling excess capacity and/or energy and buying when they are short. However, the low firm 
capacity recognition of wind resources can produce and outsize excess of energy that must be sold -  in this 
particular case to a market, which exposes the utility to significant merchant price risk.    
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uncertainty in the future outcomes of these variables, and of the allocation of the 1 

resulting risk to each; commensurate with their individual potential reward.  2 

Q. Can you please elaborate on the nature of project development and 3 

performance risks? 4 

A.  Some risks commonly faced by wind project investors, including Empire’s 5 

ratepayers under the CSP proposal, include the following:4 6 

Project Development Risk. This risk reflects the uncertainty of a project 7 

reaching commercial operations at which point it begins generating electricity and 8 

the associated revenue. It is important to consider that the time and cost spent 9 

developing a project is entirely at risk until successful completion, as an 10 

unsuccessfully developed project has minimal asset value and limited or no 11 

revenue potential. 12 

Construction Risk. This type of risk is mostly associated with the ultimate 13 

acquisition of the wind turbines and balance of plant equipment at the price 14 

predicated in the project’s financial projections; its successful delivery to the site; 15 

and the timely completion of the wind project’s construction. While the proper 16 

contractual protections and warranties in the construction of wind farms are well 17 

understood, delays in equipment delivery and in the erection of ever-larger wind 18 

turbines and supporting structures can still occur and hamper the ability of the 19 

project to start producing revenue. 20 

                                                 
4 Wind Energy Finance in the United States: Current Practice and Opportunities, National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory, Technical Report NREL/TP-6A20-68227, August 2017 
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Preconstruction Energy Estimate Risk. Achieving the expected production of 1 

energy over the project’s lifetime is of critical importance to its ultimate financial 2 

viability and success. This is the area of risk most frequently encountered in the 3 

operation of wind projects and is currently the focus of an industry-wide effort to 4 

close the gap between the predicted amount of energy generation and actual 5 

production, both initially and over time, by more accurate forecasting and 6 

enhanced O&M processes. Some credit rating agencies typically reduce any pre-7 

construction energy estimate by up to 10% based on a number of project specific 8 

factors. Wind production forecasts are assigned probabilities according to their 9 

uncertainty. A P50 forecast represents an average level of generation; that is, half 10 

of the year's output can be expected to surpass this level while the other half is 11 

predicted to fall below it. While a P50 forecast, is perhaps good enough for 12 

project sizing and design purposes, lenders and investors often base their 13 

investment decisions on P75 or P90 forecasts, whereby production is expected to 14 

exceed the predicted level 75 or 90 percent of the time; respectively.  15 

Equipment and Other Production Risks. Many factors can contribute to less 16 

than expected energy production and revenue, either temporary or permanent. 17 

These factors include weather anomalies; the reliability of the various project 18 

technologies; project availability; transmission outages and market operations 19 

curtailment; and longer than expected planned and unplanned maintenance events.  20 

The selection of proven wind turbine technology and of a capable entity to run 21 

and maintain the wind farm can mitigate but not eliminate this category of risks. 22 

The cost of maintenance is often predicated on manufacturer estimates and 23 
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empirically on operators’ experience. However, given the rapid evolution of the 1 

technology, experience acquired with one turbine model/generation only partially 2 

informs on the future cost of maintenance of a different/new turbine 3 

model/generation. 4 

Regulatory Risk. This risk, while relatively small and as yet not encountered in 5 

the U.S. industry, is associated with the possibility of unexpected changes to 6 

regulatory incentive schemes, such as the PTC tax incentive, which must be 7 

realized over ten years of project operation.  8 

Market Price Risk. This risk is related to the extent to which the selling price of 9 

the project’s energy is unknown in advance. “Merchant” projects reliant on selling 10 

electricity to a market instead of relying on a fixed price PPA are exposed to this 11 

risk.  12 

Q.  Is your assertion that Empire has underestimated some of the risks that you 13 

describe earlier in your testimony based on a detailed analysis of these risks 14 

for the individual projects that Empire proposes to develop, own and operate 15 

under the CSP? 16 

A.  No. Such analyses could not be conducted as, at the time of Empire’s application, 17 

the specific number, individual size, location and technical specifications of the 18 

wind projects comprising the CSP had not been identified.  19 

Q. What is then the basis for your assessment? 20 

A. My assessment is based on my almost 40 years of experience in wind energy, 21 

numerous due diligence advisory engagements for the financing of wind and other 22 
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renewable projects, and the review of numerous studies and industry journal articles 1 

on the evolution of wind technology and the development of wind projects. .  2 

Q. Can you please describe how, in your opinion, each of the risks you described 3 

above may affect the actual economic performance of the wind projects 4 

developed under Empire’s CSP Proposal?  5 

A. As I explained earlier, risks are inherently project-specific. Since the final selection 6 

of projects offered in response to Empire’s RFP has not yet been completed, the 7 

final cost/benefit picture of Empire’s proposal is not yet apparent. Nevertheless, I’ll 8 

comment on the assumptions made by Empire to perform the proforma analysis of 9 

the wind resources in its proposal as they pertain to each of the risk categories 10 

described above, and explain why the assumptions made by Empire are either not 11 

consistent with the industry’s experience or are excessively optimistic.  12 

Let us examine first the risks in project development. Empire’s proforma analysis 13 

of its proposal does not explicitly address construction risk.  To judge by a 14 

preliminary review of some of the project sale offers obtained by Empire in 15 

response to its wind RFP, the offered projects span a wide range of developmental 16 

stages. Some are late stage projects with extensive site wind measurement studies, 17 

nearly complete interconnection facility studies and standing orders for turbines, 18 

while others are early stage projects with abbreviated wind speed measurement 19 

campaigns, often based on a single low height anemometric tower(s), in some cases 20 

aided by SODAR units. Without further due diligence by Empire of the projects 21 

offered , there may be significant risk in timely delivery of turbines and associate 22 

structures, particularly in light of the rush to complete many other wind farms in 23 
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SPP on time to collect the PTC.  It is worth noting that the majority of the projects 1 

are proposing to use many of the same turbine manufacturers/models (Vestas and 2 

General Electric) of new generation large rotor turbines. This may also put a 3 

premium on the availability of qualified installation labor, even for the reputable 4 

wind developers that responded to Empire’s RFP.  5 

While the proper contractual protections and warranties in the construction of 6 

wind farms included in all the offers provide some protection for Empire, delays 7 

in equipment delivery and in the erection of ever-larger wind turbines and 8 

supporting structures can still occur and hamper the ability of the project to start 9 

producing revenue and risk not accessing the full PTC. This would have a 10 

significant impact on the projects financials. 11 

A widespread problem with the economic performance of wind farms today, is 12 

the inability to match the Preconstruction Energy Estimates used during the 13 

development and financing stage of the wind farm  14 

The predicted amount of energy production in Empire’s analysis is based on 15 

hourly capacity factors calculated using wind speeds measured at 60 meters at Elk 16 

River extrapolated to a much higher hub height and the manufacturer power curve 17 

of a Vestas 116 wind turbine.5 18 

If the hourly wind velocities used represent a P50 probability distribution, the 19 

predicted net capacity factor (NCF) of 54.1%, while sufficient for design work, 20 

cannot be relied upon to ascertain the financial viability of the projects.  21 

                                                 
5 Response to KCC Staff DR 3-21. 
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Furthermore, a review of the responses to Empire’s wind projects RFP reveals 1 

that not a single offer forecasts as high an NCF at P50 and with turbine hub 2 

heights above 100 meters. The highest NCFs offered are at the 49-50% level.  3 

Thus, as estimated by Witness Collin Cain in his testimony, the lower capacity 4 

factors will have a substantial impact on projected economic benefits and require 5 

a significant downward adjustment to the financial results of the Proposal. A 6 

possible explanation for the discrepancy may be that Empire’s estimate of 7 

capacity factor does not take into consideration wake effects present in a wind 8 

farm, nor the influence of neighboring wind farms, which the RFP Proposals 9 

likely took into account. It is important to point out that even the most thorough 10 

wind measurement campaigns and terrain/wake modeling studies can lead to 11 

overestimation of production due to late stage design changes which affect the 12 

spacing between turbines, last minute changes in turbine models due to 13 

unavailability of the model studied, or turbine model replacement due to an 14 

opportunity purchase of a different model of turbine.  15 

Even when a rigorous wind resource assessment is executed, the risk of 16 

performing below forecast is a relatively common occurrence. Weather risk due to 17 

a lack of wind, also known as resource risk, is the most often cited reason for not 18 

meeting performance expectations. This points to the need of basing project 19 

projections on more stringent wind forecasts such as P75 or P90, where the 20 

probability of wind velocities below forecast are reduce to 25% or 10%, 21 
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respectively. Industry experience has shown that the majority of operating wind 1 

farms do not meet their predicted P50 energy values in an average year.6 2 

Other important factors that contribute to windfarm underperformance are higher-3 

than-expected losses related to wind farm availability and sub-optimum individual 4 

turbine performance.  Lesser factors include larger-than-modeled wake losses and 5 

unrepresentative wind resource data; the latter potentially becoming an issue, 6 

given Empire’s reliance on proxy wind data in its proforma analyses. 7 

Equipment and Other Production Risk.  8 

Even well maintained wind turbines suffer a certain amount of efficiency 9 

degradation over time. A rule of thumb is in the order of 1.6 percent per year. 10 

Empire used a 1.7 percent degradation in the energy production estimates used by 11 

ABB in its MIDAS market analysis. However, Empire omitted the same 12 

adjustment for degradation in its proforma analysis, which contributed to an 13 

optimistic economic performance estimate as described by Mr. Cain in his 14 

testimony.7    15 

In spite of regular maintenance, both preventive and corrective, suboptimal 16 

performance of individual turbines can occur due to factors such as blade pitch or 17 

yaw misalignments, anemometer calibration drift, and other control setting errors. 18 

This loss of performance is now known to be twice as large as originally thought; 19 

on average about 4 percent according to some experts. This in addition to current 20 

                                                 
6 The State of Wind Farm Underperformance Syndrome, Wind Systems Magazine, Bruce H. Bailey, March 
2016, p.25. 
7 Testimony of Collin Cain on behalf of the Staff of the Kansas Corporation Commission in Docket No. 18-
EPDE-184-PRE, March 1, 2018, p. 30 at 11 
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Figure 1 - Power Curve of a turbine with pitch alignment problem 
compared to that of a well-operating turbine (dashed line) 

Source: Wind Systems Magazine, Bruce H. Bailey, March 2016 

estimates for overall windfarm availability losses, based on verified wind farm 1 

data, which average around 6 percent for a typical windfarm.8 2 

Empire’s production estimates were based on wind turbine manufacturer power 3 

curves (as new) thus representing an optimistic expectation that no turbines will 4 

suffer from commonly experienced blade pitch alignment problems.  5 

Figure 1 illustrates the suboptimal power curve (solid line) of a turbine with a 6 

pitch alignment problem compared to that of a well-operating turbine (dashed 7 

line).  8 
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8 Bailey, supra note 4, at 25-26. 
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The fixed O&M costs estimates and ongoing capital expenditure expectations for 1 

the proposed wind projects used by Empire in its proforma analysis appear to 2 

have been developed internally by Empire Staff  “consistent with its budget and 3 

experience with wind plants”. 9 While these estimates, expressed as a Levelized 4 

Fixed O&M Cost ($/kW-yr), are much higher than comparable figures in the 5 

industry, they are kept constant through the 30-yr analysis horizon. This seems 6 

counterintuitive, as O&M increases with time as wind turbines age, component 7 

failures become more common, and manufacturer warranties expire.  Recent 8 

surveys of wind farm O&M costs show increases in fixed O&M of between 11% 9 

and 20% after the first 10 years of operation. This increase may be even higher as 10 

wind turbines exceed the 20 year mark.  On the other hand, most wind owners 11 

nowadays plan to refurbish or repower 10-15 years after commercial operation 12 

date (COD) to increase output or to reduce O&M costs.10  13 

Q: Are there any other risks, beyond those related to the design and 14 

construction of the wind farms? 15 

A: Yes. From their commercial operation dates, Empire’s wind farms will sell their 16 

energy in SPP’s Integrated Market (IM) at the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) 17 

of the node closest to each wind farm’s point of interconnection.  The two key 18 

risks to the revenue paid to Empire for the wind energy produced, are the 19 

increasingly large volume of wind energy generated by other wind farms in the 20 

                                                 
9 Confidential Testimony of M. J. McMahon in Docket No. 18-EPDE-184-PRE, March 1, 2018, p. 29   
10 2017 IHS Markit Wind O&M Benchmarking in North America: Summary of Key Findings 
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same area of SPP and Empire’s being prevented from injecting their full 1 

production at a given point in time.    2 

The first risk is driven by the increasing volume of wind offered into the market, 3 

as more new wind farms come on line, increased supply will increasingly depress 4 

prices, as is already happening in the western area of SPP.  It is possible that 5 

ABB’s MIDAS modeling of the market may have significantly underestimated 6 

this effect, as discussed by Mr. Cain in his testimony.11   7 

The second type of market risk to Empire’s wind farm revenues may come from 8 

increased curtailment due to transmission outages or during periods of very high 9 

winds when the system operator will be unable to take all wind energy generated. 10 

Another threat to Empire’s wind energy sales revenue may come in the form of 11 

dispatch instructions to lower production for a given period of time.  The SPP 12 

Staff has recently proposed to convert all renewable resources from non-13 

dispatchable (NDVER) to dispatchable (DVER). Since this measure is intended to 14 

eliminate erratic price-following behavior by wind resources in regions with a 15 

high concentration of wind farms, it would not immediately affect the wind farms 16 

west of the Neosho-Riverton constraint sought out by Empire. Nevertheless, in 17 

the long-run, if new lower wind velocity turbine technology spurs the entry of 18 

increasing amounts of wind west of the constraint, the full output of Empire’s 19 

wind farms may not be taken in the real time (RT) market, and other than partial 20 

                                                 
11 Testimony of Collin Cain on behalf of the Staff of the Kansas Corporation Commission in Docket No. 
18-EPDE-184-PRE, March 1, 2018, pp. 22-23 
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compensation from sales to ancillary service markets (regulation down, other 1 

products), Empire may experience a net reduction in wind farm revenue.12  2 

Q: What evidence is there to conclude that wind project underperformance with 3 

respect to expectations is widespread in the wind industry? 4 

A: Renewable development risk associated with cost and performance is not trivial as 5 

demonstrated historically. In 2015, an assessment of 350 wind farm years of wind 6 

farm performance from over 50 wind farms indicated that the tendency for large 7 

magnitude wind farm production under-performance is mainly driven by:13 8 

o Curtailment, or larger than expected curtailment; 9 

o Major mechanical or structural defects/low plant total availability; and, 10 

o Large power curve under-performance. 11 

Other studies have identified below-forecast weather and mechanical risks as the 12 

first and second highest cause of windfarm underperformance.  The negative impact 13 

of too little wind has been directly cited in the financial results of utilities and wind 14 

farm portfolio owners.14  15 

Another major study, recently conducted by IHS Markit, has identified a growing 16 

need for maintenance in the U.S. wind industry. The IHS Markit report comprises 17 

data from nearly 300 wind projects, representing 30,000 megawatts (MW) of 18 

                                                 
12 SPP Revision Request Recommendation Report, RR #: 272, RR Title: NDVER to DVER Conversion, 
February 6, 2018 
 
13 The Most Important Factors in Wind Farm Under-Performance, Gregory S. Poulos, AWEA Wind 
Resource & Project Energy Assessment Seminar 2015 
14 In 2015 Form 10-K Annual Report,  NextEra Energy, one of the largest U.S. wind farm operators 
reported ‘lower results from wind assets of $122 million primarily due to weaker wind resource…” 
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capacity and nearly 20,000 turbines installed in North America (about one-third of 1 

the market) with project start dates ranging from 1994 to 2016. The data represents 2 

more than 115,000 turbine-years of operational history, and gives study participants 3 

the ability to track projects and turbine performance over time. The IHS Markit 4 

study includes data on wind turbines manufactured by more than 15 wind turbine 5 

original equipment manufacturers.  6 

 The study found that the average age of the North American wind fleet will rise 7 

from 5.5 years in 2015 to 7 years in 2020, and to 14 years in 2030. Along with the 8 

aging of the wind fleet, equipment maintenance and operating costs are increasing 9 

significantly, leading operators to focus on performance optimization and cost 10 

management.  The IHS study also points out that O&M costs are generally stable 11 

between three and twelve years of operation, with a pronounced spike between 12 

twelve and fourteen years as generators and gearboxes are replaced; with a quarter 13 

of all turbine gearboxes needed replacing within ten years of operation.  14 

Although wind turbines are designed with lifespans of between 20 and 25 years, 15 

the aging of components such as blades and gearboxes, as well as blade pitch or 16 

yaw misalignments, anemometer calibration drift, and other control setting errors, 17 

ultimately result in individual turbine diminished efficiency and contribute to 18 

reduce wind farm availability.  19 

Figure 2, illustrates the performance degradation of a large group of windfarms 20 

across the U.S. over time, showing how capacity factors decline with the number 21 

of years wind farms have been in operation.    22 

 23 
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Figure 2 - Wind Farm Performance Degradation with Time 
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 4. Lower wind energy cost than available through a PPA because Empire’s cost 1 

of capital is lower than that of any merchant wind owners; 17  2 

 5. The ability to net the revenue of selling the wind output in the IM against 3 

Empire’s revenue requirement thus lowering customers’ utility bills. 4 

 6. Under a PPA, Empire would be responsible for the PTC not generated during 5 

curtailments; 18 6 

 7. Deriving benefits of owning the wind assets beyond the typical PPA’s term 7 

(20yrs)  8 

 In my opinion, some of these reasons are more credible than others. Let me 9 

elaborate. 10 

 The availability of the PTC has undeniable value, but there are other means by 11 

which Empire could access that value other than through direct ownership. The 12 

generous tax incentive in the PTC has in fact been one of the most potent drivers 13 

behind the growth of the U.S. wind industry, producing consistent returns to many 14 

tax equity investors, wind project sponsors and operators of successfully built and 15 

operated wind farms. However, not all projects make it happily to the finish line. 16 

The risks in the development and operation of wind farm are significant, as I have 17 

described in earlier sections of my testimony, and the PTC, a policy-based incentive 18 

to promote the adoption of a rapidly improving technology with a rapidly declining 19 

cost curve, essentially guarantees obsolescence. The high returns made possible by 20 

                                                 
17 Ibid., note 1 
18 Ibid 
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the PTC come with risks that are more appropriately borne by competitive entities 1 

not by regulated utilities and their customers. 2 

 According to Empire, a position of control, where they own, operate, and control 3 

strategic decisions related to the facility, would ensure that business decisions such 4 

as equipment upgrades, are based on Empire’s goals and not an independent wind 5 

owners need to maximize profits and recoup their investment within the 20-year 6 

term of the PPA.19   7 

 Empire also posits that current windfarm equipment and technology results in 8 

lifespans in excess of 30-years for these assets, and that by owning, operating, and 9 

making strategic decisions as it relates to capital investments with these assets, 10 

Empire can ensure long-term, least cost benefits to Empire’s customers.  I see two 11 

problems with these conclusions. First, it is not clear what equipment upgrade costs 12 

(if any) were considered in Empire’s  O&M estimates, as no separate line item for 13 

“upgrades” is included in Empire’s proforma analysis of the wind assets. If Empire 14 

expects that equipment upgrades will be necessary during the life of the assets, 15 

these costs should have been included in the CSP proforma analysis, as those 16 

expenditures would reduce the net benefits of the proposal.  Second, as discussed 17 

elsewhere in my testimony, due to both normal performance degradation of wind 18 

turbines and the rapid decline in new turbine cost, independent wind owners often 19 

upgrade their facilities while under a PPA, to avoid higher maintenance costs, and 20 

                                                 
19 Empire’s response to APSC_001-05_912. 
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in order to extract additional production out of their windfarm. The result is the 1 

derivation of additional revenue over and above that provided by the existing PPA.  2 

 So, while it is true that having control of already “permitted” land, with a good 3 

wind resource, and access to transmission will represent significant value twenty 4 

years from now, extracting this value will likely require significant additional 5 

investment over that period in order to own a reliable and competitive source of 6 

power.  Empire has not built a clear case for the net benefit of such a long-run 7 

proposition. 8 

 Empire is also correct in pointing out that its cost of capital is lower than that of a 9 

merchant wind owner, thus making the cost of wind energy owned by the utility 10 

lower that it would be through a PPA. This lower cost of capital is related to the 11 

lower business risks, relative to a merchant provider, to which a regulated utility 12 

business is exposed, which is related to its ability to recover costs from captive 13 

ratepayers. Empire’s proposal, by virtue of exposing ratepayers to the volatility of 14 

electricity market prices beyond that necessary to serve load, may benefit from the 15 

perception of the credit rating agencies that assured recovery of the investment and 16 

its associated return represents a low risk business, but it only does so by 17 

transferring price risk to the ratepayers.  This, as I pointed out earlier in my 18 

testimony, would only be acceptable if the regulator accepts that having the 19 

ratepayer exposed to market price risk of the magnitude proposed by Empire 20 

through owning and operating 800 MW of wind generation, even with the resulting 21 

drop in customer utility bills, is in the public interest.   22 
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 Empire has stated that when a PPA controlled intermittent resource has a take-or-1 

pay clause and is curtailed within the SPP Integrated Market, Empire would be 2 

responsible for the value of the PTC for each MWh curtailed 3 

 It is true that historically, as the parties to a wind PPA decided who would bear the 4 

financial risk for losses occurring when the purchaser, transmission owner or 5 

transmission authority curtailed the output of the facilities, the sponsor and tax 6 

equity investor would often insist on making the PPA  a “take-or-pay” agreement.  7 

That meant that the purchaser would pay the seller for wind energy actually 8 

delivered to the point of delivery, and for energy that would have been delivered 9 

but for the curtailment.  If the offtaker were unable to accept the energy contracted, 10 

the seller would still want to be compensated. Also, as instances of reliability driven 11 

curtailment rose due to additional wind capacity coming online and the failure of 12 

transmission capacity expansion to keep up with these wind additions, the terms in 13 

the PPAs started to change incorporating a greater sharing of risk between the 14 

generator and the off-taker.  15 

 Today, compensation to the seller for curtailment varies as the purchasers have 16 

pushed back against the requirement to pay the seller both the agreed price for the 17 

available output and an additional “grossed up” amount reflecting the federal 18 

production tax credit (“PTC”) value. Utilities increasingly insist on including a 19 

negotiated amount of uncompensated hours in their PPAs or place limits on the 20 

total amount of such compensation. And, some organized markets like SPP and 21 
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MISO, sometimes offer compensation through make whole payments when 1 

curtailed from scheduled delivery.20  2 

 While Empire’s legacy PPAs may include onerous PTC compensation language, a 3 

newly negotiated contract would not necessarily be equally onerous. Furthermore, 4 

the tax equity investor(s) in Empire’s proposal may require to be kept whole in the 5 

collection of the PTC if curtailment starts climbing again as more wind comes on 6 

line.   7 

Q. Do you have any other concerns regarding the outright ownership of wind 8 

projects vis-à-vis purchasing wind energy through a PPA? 9 

A:  Yes. While a given technology may have an expected functional life of 20 years 10 

or more, economic life may be much shorter.  Higher efficiency and declining 11 

cost curves continue such that today’s wind turbine technology is almost certain 12 

to be relatively costly 20 years from now, with respect to future alternatives. 13 

 Wind technology has a history of rapid advances with taller towers, larger and more 14 

efficient rotors, and variable speed generators, which have allowed the exploitation 15 

of lower wind speed sites and generally higher capacity factors.   16 

 To address an aging wind turbine fleet and its increasing O&M expenditures, 17 

project owners are increasingly turning to repowering -- replacing obsolete turbines 18 

with new more powerful turbines at the same project site, replacing select 19 

                                                 
20 Non-dispatchable Variable Energy Resources (NDVERs) cannot be dispatched down by SPP but can be 
curtailed via manual dispatches.  SPP only issues such manual dispatches for reliability purposes, not 
economic purposes, and NDVERs are not compensated for these curtailments.  However, Dispatchable 
Variable Energy Resources (DVERs) can be dispatched down by SPP to provide regulation down service, 
and like any other resource, are paid for the energy and/or reg down service they provide. 
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components such as blades or gearboxes on existing turbines, or even increasing 1 

hub heights and rotor diameters to produce more energy. In announcing the release 2 

of its Annual Electric Generator Report, EIA cited data from GE, which reported 3 

having already repowered some 300 wind turbines, indicating that repowering can 4 

increase wind turbine fleet output by 25 percent and add 20 years to the life of the 5 

turbine.  The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has indicated that 6 

annual U.S. wind repowering investment has the potential to grow to $25 billion by 7 

2030.21 8 

 One of the salient benefits of wind farm ownership over entering into a PPA 9 

advanced by Empire in its proposal, is that after 20 years, Empire will still own the 10 

wind assets. However, there is evidence that the risk of technological obsolescence 11 

and higher O&M costs due to aging are prompting many wind owners to plan to 12 

refurbish or repower as early as 10-15 years after start up to increase windfarm 13 

output or to reduce O&M costs. 14 

 It is not clear whether Empire has assessed the impact of potential partial 15 

repowering costs in its economic feasibility analysis of owning and operating 800 16 

MW of wind farms.  Nor is it clear whether Empire has considered that ownership 17 

of the assets, predicated on economic benefits accrued over 30 years, forecloses the 18 

option of cheaper and more reliable wind generation as it becomes available.  19 

                                                 
21 Repowering wind turbines adds generating capacity at existing sites, November 6, 2017. 
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=33632 

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=33632
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Figure 3 - Expected change in wind LCOE according to survey of industry 
experts 

  
  

     
   

 
Source:  Forecasting Wind Energy Costs & Cost Drivers: The Views of the World’s Leading Experts,  

LBNL, NREL, Insight Decisions, LLC, University of Massachusetts—Amherst,  
LBNL- 1005717, June 2016 

Q: Why do you believe that wind technology will continue to improve at an 1 

accelerated pace ultimately rendering current wind technology obsolete?  2 

A: Recent assessments of the current status of wind technology and priority research 3 

areas suggest that levelized costs (LCOE) could come down significantly from 4 

today’s costs. In 2016, a study authored by the Lawrence Berkeley National 5 

Laboratory, NREL, the University of Massachusetts and the International Energy 6 

Agency, reported that mostly due to further increases in size:  “LCOE is anticipated 7 

to decline by 24 percent to 30 percent in 2030 and by 35 percent to 41 percent in 8 

2050, relative to 2014 baseline values”. The study polled 163 wind energy experts 9 

from industry and academia. 22 Figure 3 depicts a graph showing the trends 10 

identified in the study. 11 
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22 Forecasting Wind Energy Costs & Cost Drivers: The Views of the World’s Leading Experts,  
LBNL, NREL, Insight Decisions, LLC, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, LBNL- 1005717, June 
2016. 
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 1 

 A more recent (August 2017) report by the wind R&D program at NREL reports 2 

that wind LCOE could come down roughly 50 percent by 2030 from today’s wind 3 

power cost through continued development of technologies and practices aimed at 4 

the key areas that limit the efficiency of current wind systems. According to the 5 

report, next-generation wind farms will be able to produce more energy, more 6 

reliably, for more hours of the day, through continued innovation in four key 7 

areas:23 8 

1. Better predicting performance through better modeling of local wind 9 

conditions; 10 

2. Better design and control at the plant level by using sensors and real-11 

time monitoring of wind flows as they move through the turbines; 12 

3. Better design and control at the turbine level through “innovative rotor 13 

and drivetrain technology” and scale (taller towers and bigger blades); 14 

and  15 

4. Smarter grid integration by giving each turbine the ability to 16 

communicate directly with the grid operator, play a role in its “stability 17 

and operational planning,” and offer it various extra services like 18 

voltage regulation. 19 

 These reductions, even at the lower levels brought about by larger size alone, are 20 

likely to exist in 2030; well within the assumed useful life of Empire’s projects. 21 

                                                 
23 Enabling the SMART Wind Power Plant of the Future Through Science-Based Innovation, NREL, 
Allegheny Science and Technology, Technical Report NREL/TP-5000-68123, August 2017 
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This reduction in costs will happen incrementally, prompting the gradual entry of 1 

new more efficient wind projects capable of generating electricity at lower prices 2 

than those offered by today’s projects.  3 

 While policies by the current U.S. federal administration are to reduce funding 4 

levels to applied R&D in renewables, possibly delaying the development of 5 

advanced wind technologies in the U.S., the largest wind technology companies are 6 

not U.S. based and will continue to push wind turbines towards larger capacities, 7 

taller hub heights and larger rotors. This is particularly apparent in offshore wind 8 

turbines, which are now reaching 10 MW (in 9 m/s wind regimes). The largest of 9 

these new turbines have rotors as large as 180 meters sitting atop 200 plus meter 10 

structures. Just as the new IEC Class III turbines, developed for low wind regimes, 11 

featuring larger rotors and lower specific power ratings (smaller generator 12 

capacities for the rotor size) are now being pressed into service at medium wind 13 

velocity sites, technologies developed for offshore use will be adapted to onshore 14 

applications. A possible limit to much larger sizes for onshore turbine rotors may 15 

ultimately be imposed by the logistics of their transportation and installation.  16 

 Beyond the current administration, a renewed recognition of the value of wind 17 

energy in combating climate change and its ability to generate at a cost lower than 18 

almost any other technology will likely see a restoration of U.S. government 19 

funding for wind technology R&D and some form of fiscal incentive to promote its 20 

adoption.  21 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 1 

Q. Please summarize your recommendations. 2 

A. 1) Until Empire finishes evaluating the wind project sale offers obtained in 3 

response to its RFP, it will be impossible for the Commission to evaluate 4 

whether the Empire’s proposal is in the public interest.  The Commission must 5 

first weigh the risks of projects in different locations, proposing to use different 6 

wind turbine sizes/model, and forecasting different production forecasts, prices 7 

and other associated risks (stage of development, technical and financial 8 

wherewithal of developer, track record, etc.),  9 

2) The risk allocation between Empire’s shareholders and the ratepayers seems, in 10 

my opinion, asymmetric in favor of the shareholders; who recover the 11 

investment and a return whether the project underperforms with respect to 12 

expectations or exceeds them.  Empire is asking to share on the upside 13 

(reduction in revenue), but pays no price for underperformance.  An option for 14 

Empire would be to purchase wind through a PPA at no risk to the ratepayers, 15 

leaving the risk and the potential rewards to the developer and its investors and 16 

lenders, commensurate with their exposure to underperformance risk.   17 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 18 

A.  Yes, thank you. 19 
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to system emergenciesITJJTpotential grid instability due to rapidly groDing Dind capacity interconnecting 

to the same area oothe gridrn:mthe incidence ooserdce interruptions in the delicery pointsDC?J.Dthe 

condition and maintenance practices associated Dith local reception r:acilitiesDOIJOuncertainty in utility 

interconnection reDuirements and costoand lUJthe Ci!fture stability oothe pricing prodsions in the 

project's transmission contract. 

Carried out marketoregulatoryDand commercial due-diligence as independent market consultant to 

senior lenders in the llhancing oOhe 1 m-MD La Dentosa-EICbtrica del Daile de MO<ico Dind r:arm in 

Oaxacac::MO<ico CSllDClCredit Dgricole lndosuern One oOhe litst large-scale Dind Earms in MO<icoOhis 

protect presented the lenders Dith 03rious types oDprotect risks necer addressed ber:ore in MO<ico. 

Dssessed the technicalDnarketDand regulatory risks oOhe protect and r:ormulated potential mitigation 

measures. The eill!.>rt resulted in the litst-time recognition by the Mexican gocernment oOhe need to 

reinr:orce the grid to accommodate the large Dind poDer potential in the La Dentosaroaxaca region. 

Conducted marketoregulatoryoand tariDIJanalyses r:or l1hancing due diligence oDa ornMo gas-lited 

combined-cycle plant independently oDned and operated in MO<ico. Os one oothe ceo IPP plants in 

MO<ico to sell poDer to COE Dithout a Ci!fel price Darranty IT:om the gocernmentOhe plant Das subtect 

to dispatch risk during periods oohigh natural gas prices and relaticely loo residual oil prices. Deceloped 

analysis oothe impact oDhigh natural gas prices on plant dispatch. This analysis contributed to the 

Mexican government's renegotiation of the plant's natural gas supply contract. 
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Led an independent due diligence analysis octhe Interim Cinancial Model supporting the non-recourse 

Cihancing oDa 1 1  GMO Dind electric proiect in OaxacaDM[)(ico. The purpose oothe analysis Das to 

assess the integrity of the model's performance in prodding reported results 11l>r the Cihancing plan as 

implicitly designated in the Modelo and as generally described in the Preliminary lnl1l>rmation 

Memorandum i:IPIMDl1l>r the Protect. This Das primarily a redeD oothe model logic and calculations. 

The assessment looked at the model's performance with respect to a number oo:leterminatir::e i:actorsD 

includingototal protect costs and disbursement oOeOUity and debt during the construction periodD 

expected rer::enue during operationsoexpected costs during operationso:lebt serdce per the described 

loan and hedging arrangementso:lebt serdce cor::erage ratioso:lebt serdce reserr::esomd net earnings 

and return on eOUity [Or the sponsor. 

D ith respect to the determination oDprotect costsorer::enues and operating costsothe model Dere 

checked for consistency with the Technical Consultant's draft report prepared by a wind technology 

mm retained by the proiect sponsors. 

Deceloped a GIS-based proiect-siting methodology 11l>r utility-scale solar photo Cbltaic generation 

i:acilities. The methodology considers the location ootransmission and sub-transmission inrnastructure 

along Dith knoon siting constraintso including county land-use planso utility and consercation 

easementsr::enoronmentally sensitir::e areas and critical habitatsDstate and national parkscand military 

bases. Parcel oonership GIS-data enables the proiect der::eloper to expedite the acouisition oDproiect 

land and right oooay 11l>r protect access and interconnection inrnastructure. 

Developed a comprehensive market price forecasting model of Mexico's interconnected electric power 

grid. Capable ooanalydng system dispatch and pricing at the regional ler::elcthe model represents the 

Mexican power grid as a network of seven distinct "market areas." The model uses Ventyx's 

MarketPooerD simulation platl1l>rm 11l>r dispatch analysis and economic determination oDlong-term 

capacity additions. The model's inputs describe the regional demand 11l>recastso capacity 

additionsi:retirementso CllJel price 11l>recastso and transmission capacity. Ddditional inputs [Or each 

generation plant in M[)(icoD current and plannedD describe key thermalD electric and economic 

characteristics [(!:apacityOCllJelctype oqxime mor::en:heat rateC:ODMrnrced outage ratesonaintenanceo 

and availability). The model simulates generation dispatch given individual generator's projected cost 

oCbperations and inter-area transmission system limitations. The model has been used to support the 

Cihancial analysis oDseceral natural gas and Dind pooer plantsoas Dell as in the economic analysis oo 

DS-M[)(ico cross-border electricity trade. 

Cor a leading solar photoCbltaic manui:acturero:ler::eloped a comprehensir::e geo-rererenced primer on 

the electric poDer markets o0Calil1l>rniarnri Cbnac:Necadaoand NeD M[)(ico. This extensice rererence 

Cblume makes use oehyperlinked geo-rererenced maps to prodde optional depth understanding octhe 

South D estern OS solar resourcesr::electricity demandcgeneration and transmission in lfastructurecand 

policies and regulations regarding reneoable portl1l>lio standards and interconnection to the electric 

poDer grid. This hyperlinked primer is used by upper ler::el management in the lltm. 
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Coordinated collaboration betoeen the Cali[(l)rnia Energy Commission IEECDmd Mexican Gocernment 

energy agencies to implement border policy options defined in the CE C's 2005 Integrated Energy Policy 

Report. Dtiliced long-established Darking relationships Dith senior management and staITIJat Mexican 

energy agencies to address the practical economic and political implications oDcoordinating cross

border energy policymaking. 

Per[(l)rmed a market assessment ocenergy eITibiency technologies and combined heat and poDer [Tur 

industries in the Cali[(l)rniaCIBara Calii:ornia cross-border region i:or the Cali[(l)rnia Energy Commission 

CCECD Designed an innoDatice market research rnameoork using ueld surceys cand other resourcesD 

and GIS technicues to collect and delicer market data that enabled cs technology and prorect 

decelopment companies to better target potential customers. To improce surcey response rateso 

arranged surcey collaborations c ith key industrial chambers oothe three malOr cities and the Bara 

Cali[Thrnia state gocernment. 

Pe@rmed energy supply and demand assessment [Tur the Cali[(l)rniaCIBara Cali[(l)rnia Border region in 

response to the California Energy Commission's (CEC) need for new statewide energy policies. 

Reported on the energy demand and supply situation in the region ocBara CalicorniaCMD<ico. Compiled 

in[Thrmation on electric generation and transmission expansion plansD gocernment demand-side 

management programsDand liweued natural gas regasH:itation supply plans. 

Deceloped a rnel-purchasing risk-management strategyDorganiDational structureDand IT systems 

design [Tur the neD risk-management department of Mexico's Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad (fifth 

largest electric utility in the DorldD Participated in carious capacities in deceloping an ocerall strategic 

plan [Tur rnel risk management and in the design oothe necessary organicational structureobusiness 

processesDand systems to establish a rnel procurement and risk management organiD:ltion to address 

all risks associated Dith rnel marketso:oreign exchangeoand interest rates. 

In connection Dith a prorect sponsored by the D orld BankDstudied electric outage costs [Tur the 

Secretarca de Energ ca y Minas. cormed a strategic alliance Dith a local r.itm and retained one oothe 

world's foremost experts in outage costs. (Argentina's financial crisis precluded the completion of this 

Dork.D 

Regulatory and litigation support 

Retained by an independent po Der producer in MD<ico as subrect matter expert in an international 

arbitration proceeding subrect to the International Court omrbitration o[]he International Chamber oD 

Commerce. The subrect o[]he dispute in Cblces the payment cor damages claimed by the COE 

resulting from an alleged contract breach related to the IPP failure to maintain the generating facility's 

demonstrated capacity during a certain period o[]ime. 
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Dddsor to the Mississippi Public Serdce Commission in state regulator Darking groups assessing the 

capacity benem: metrics oDneD transmission toDards loDering the Planning Reserce Margin used in 

establishing Resource Ddeouacy in MISO. 

Expert Ditness on behalD oD Mississippi Public Serdce Commission in Louisiana Public Service 

Commission v. Entergy Services, Inc. DDERCcDocket No. EL 1 1 -o:J-DITilbn the appropriate treatment 

oc:poDer plant cancelation costs under the Entergy System Dgreement l:ESDD 

On behalDoothe Mississippi Public Serdce CommissionDlead a team oDexperts in electric poDer 

markets in an independent e031uation oClhe beneUJ:s to Mississippi electricity consumers dericed crom 

Entergy IOining the MidDest ISO. 

Led a team oc::experts in economicsc:poDer plant emissions controlcand po Der market modeling in the 

e031uation oClhe economic i:easibility ooretroUlting the LaCygne coal-Cited generating r:acilitycan aging 

coal Cited generating plant in KansasD to meet recently adopted and proposed endronmental 

regulations. Testil:ied in i:ront oothe Kansas Corporation Commission on the key assumptions and 

uncertainties dridng the lDture prices oDnatural gas and loD-sulOJJr Destern coal Dhich that Dill likely 

determine the long-term OJJture competiticeness octoal Cited plants. 

ED31uated technical aspects oothe proposed spin-merge of Entergy's transmission assets to ITC 

Holdings Corp.Dand addsed the MPSC on alternatice paths to achiece the same planning and 

operational excellence claimed to be achie03ble only through the proposed transaction. 

Cor the Mississippi Public otilities Starn:t:onducted a redeD oDhe Dpplications i:or Certiucates oc:Public 

Concenience and Necessity and the associated PoDer Purchase Dgreements med Dith respect to too 

solar generation prolf!cts in Mississippi in order to assess both the economics oDhe proposed prolf!cts 

and the risks that the generator and its ratepayers Dould be exposed to by entering into these 

agreements. 

Dor the Mississippi Public otilities Sta[]]I]redeDed a regulated utility's Transmission and Distribution 

Expansion and Moderni03tion Plan. The redeD assessed Dhether the Plan prodded a complete picture 

oOhe utility's TDD planning and expendituresc:purpose odfDD spendingDhe proper determination and 

prioriti03tion oClotal spending lecelscand the establishment oomeasures oc:progress toDard specided 

goals acer time. 

Expert Ditness in the independent reliability needs assessment and economic impact analysis i:or the 

proposed C:::O::::kD Potomac Dllegheny Transmission Highline CPDTHDl:Or the Public otility Commission 

ooo est Dirginia ron-goingD 

Testided on behalooothe Dirginia State Corporation Commission Staffilabout the use oOSmart Meters 

in a utility Conser03tion Doltage Reduction aGDRDprogram designed to reduce electric distribution 

losses and to conserce energy at customer cacilities. The analysis compared the cost oDrelying on 

Dd03nce Metering lnrnastructure to that oClraditional CDR technology. 
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SerDed as expert Ditness appearing in licensing proceedings oD the NeD York Public Serdce 

Commission CINYPSCDDith respect to the application oDNeD York Regional lnterconnectelnc. CINYRID 

to construct and maintain a 1 cnmileD1 OOil-MD HDDC transmission line. The main i:ocus oothe 

testimony Das the int:eriority oDenergy e01tiency and demand-response programs as a lI!llly eouii::alent 

alternative to the proposed transmission line, and the line's ability to bring upstate NY wind generation 

to the Hudson Dalley and NYC. 

Managed the independent reliability needs assessment oothe proposed C:OJ-mile DOD Junction-Mt. 

Storm-Meadoo Brook-Loudoun DDJ kD Transmission Line i:or the Dirginia State Corporation 

Commission. The Dork inCblDed load ITbD modeling oomultiple transmissionCgenerationDand demand 

response alternatices scenarios capable oO-eliably serdng the i:orecast load. Prepared and presented 

testimony as to the ability of PJM's RPM demand response programs to provide the same level of long

term reliability as that oClhe proposed line. 

Dnalyced the necessary conditions to delicer reneoable energy Ci'.om northern Bara Cafi[])rnia to 

Cafi[])rniaoei::afuating the status ooexisting and anticipated energy inrrastructure on the M O<ico side oo 

the Cafi[])rnia-Bara CafHornia border. Deceloped grooth proiections and anafyced energy inrnastructure 

options [])r Bara Cali[])rniaDincfuding the potential [])r deDelopment ooreneoabfe energy generationo 

treatment oCbut-oGcountry reneoable resources under the Cali[])rnia RPS eligibility guidelinesomd the 

eligibility ooenergy-[])r-export Dind generation proiects in MO<ico [])r Clean DeDelopment Mechanism 

CCDM c:certil1tation. 

Supported a malOr Dind proiect decefoper in the ei::aluation ootransmission options to Dheel seceral 

hundred megaoatts Ci'.om Northern Bara Cali[])rniaDMO<icooto Cali[])rnia utilities. Supported proiect 

deDeloper in challenging the timeliness and results oClhe interconnection ceasibility study perlDrmed by 

the transmission ooner under the CDISO Large Generator Interconnection Process and represented 

the de Delo per in the Generator Interconnection Process Re[])rm [Bf PRDstakeholder meetings. The 

GI PR led to the current DERC-endorsed proiect cluster analysis approach to managing the CDISO 

interconnection oueue. 

Expert witness in the permitting of Texas/Northeast Mexico's first high voltage direct current open 

access transmission interconnection ESharyland Dtilitiesrnlunt Pooero The Public otility Commission 

odfexas Cl?DCToi:ound no lilstil:itation [])r incesting ratepayer's funds in the construction of a 300-MD 

DC tie between Texas and Mexico's transmission systems. Proponents raised the project to the 

consideration oDan DdministratiDe Lao Judge to seek public lI!lnding approi::al. The Texas DLJ Das 

persuaded by Dhat he said was "particularly persuasive" testimony and recommended the PUCT 

approce the proiects. The tie became operational during the summer ooc:rr:o 
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